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The book is produced by ProgrammingVideoTutorials.com - An online education library for beginning programmers. Their highly focused
tutorials explain only what is relevant and practical without any unnecessary repetition or theory.Â I strongly recommend the "Handbook
of C# Syntax" as the best introduction to the C#language I've come across in recent years. Read more. One person found this helpful.
C++ is a general-purpose programming language with a bias towards systems programming that supports efficient low-level
computation, data abstraction, object-oriented programming, and generic programming. + 1 Introduction and Overview The C++
programming language provides a model of memory and computation that closely matches that of most computers. In addition, it
provides powerful and flexible mechanisms for abstraction; that is, language constructs that allow the programmer to introduce and use
new types of objects that match the concepts of an application.Â From The Handbook of Object Technology (Editor: Saba Zamir). CRC
Press LLC, Boca Raton. 1999. ISBN 0-8493-3135-8. The C++ Language Tutorial. This document and its content is copyright of
cplusplus.com Â© cplusplus.com, 2008. All rights reserved.Â If you are familiar with the C language, you can take the first 3 parts of this
tutorial as a review of concepts, since they mainly explain the C part of C++. There are slight differences in the C++ syntax for some C
features, so I recommend you its reading anyway. The 4th part describes object-oriented programming. The 5th part mostly describes
the new features introduced by ANSI-C++ standard.

C++ Basic Syntax - When we consider a C++ program, it can be defined as a collection of objects that communicate via invoking each
other's methods. Let us now briefly look into wh.Â The next line return 0; terminates main( )function and causes it to return the value 0
to the calling process. Compile and Execute C++ Program. Let's look at how to save the file, compile and run the program. Please follow
the steps given below âˆ’. Open a text editor and add the code as above. Save the file as: hello.cpp. Open a command prompt and go to
the directory where you saved the file. Type 'g++ hello.cpp' and press enter to compile your code. If there are no errors in your code the
command prompt will take you to the next line and would generate a.out executable file. Great condensed reference for beginning C++.
Could be expanded to cover more compound complex syntax. i.e. syntax for declaring an array of pointers in multidimensional array.
Read more. 2 people found this helpful.Â "The basic concepts of a programming language can be very difficult to grasp with no prior
experience in development, and C++ is no exception. If you 're not a Computer Science student or graduate just like me, you will find this
book extremely helpful for a very simple reason: the author focuses on the syntax of C++. Libraries and examples are kept separate in
the early stages, because they're so much larger, but the syntax of C++ turns out to be relatively simple. In computer science, the
syntax of a computer language is the set of rules that defines the combinations of symbols that are considered to be a correctly
structured document or fragment in that language. This applies both to programming languages, where the document represents source
code, and to markup languages, where the document represents data. The syntax of a language defines its surface form. Text-based
computer languages are based on sequences of characters, while visual programming languages

In the C++ programming language, a reference is a simple reference datatype that is less powerful but safer than the pointer type
inherited from C. The name C++ reference may cause confusion, as in computer science a reference is a general concept datatype, with
pointers and C++ references being specific reference datatype implementations. The definition of a reference in C++ is such that it does
not need to exist. It can be implemented as a new name for an existing object (similar to rename keyword Great condensed reference for
beginning C++. Could be expanded to cover more compound complex syntax. i.e. syntax for declaring an array of pointers in
multidimensional array. Read more. 2 people found this helpful.Â "The basic concepts of a programming language can be very difficult
to grasp with no prior experience in development, and C++ is no exception. If you 're not a Computer Science student or graduate just
like me, you will find this book extremely helpful for a very simple reason: the author focuses on the syntax of C++. Libraries and
examples are kept separate in the early stages, because they're so much larger, but the syntax of C++ turns out to be relatively simple.
The C++ Language Tutorial. This document and its content is copyright of cplusplus.com Â© cplusplus.com, 2008. All rights reserved.Â
If you are familiar with the C language, you can take the first 3 parts of this tutorial as a review of concepts, since they mainly explain the
C part of C++. There are slight differences in the C++ syntax for some C features, so I recommend you its reading anyway. The 4th part
describes object-oriented programming. The 5th part mostly describes the new features introduced by ANSI-C++ standard.

